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I. Introductio t~ 

Video, in the form of broadcast television, is the most ~ o p u l a r  
xnedium for entertainment and news in the developed world. A television 
set is one of the first substantial purchases made by lxouseholds in 
developing areas as their wealth increases. These phenomena testify to the 
power of video to hold attention, a power which can also be applied to 
formal teaching. Video can be used for teaching in several settings: 
tearning at a distance for geographically scattered students, as a supple- 
ment in traditional classroom settings, and as a component of new 
tccl~nologicat learning systems. In each case, wise use of video requires a11 
understanding of both thc strengths and wealmesses of the medium. This 
paper will review these strengths and weal<nesses, drawing both on pracci- 
caI experience and on cognitive research. We wig then suggest appropriate 
uses of video for reaching statistics in the three settings just mentioned. 

2. Strengrhs of video in teaching 

One  of the most obvious advantages of broadcast television is reach, 
the ability to convey information at a distance. The  power of television 
compared with radio lies in the visurrl aspect of the information conveyed. 
I t  is here that the greatest advantages of video reside, advantages t1lat are 
unrelated to geographic reach. 

Most essentially, video compmses t ime and s-ace by making distant or 
past events presenz in vist~alJlorrn. Students of statistics can visit ciinical 
trials, government statistical offices, and factories to see and hear medical 
researchers, government officials, and quality engineers describe and apply 
statistical techniques. Direct viewing replaces the attempt to in~agine a 
setting described by the instructor. Video compresses rime and space in 
other ways as well. Slow motion and time-lapse photograpl~y expand the 
scale of time over which plienornena are visible to us, and views recorded 
from microscopes and telescopes expand the scale of space rhac is 
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accessible. Students can observe tfie growth of crops or tumors (cirne 
lapse), the etching of semiconductor chips (microscopy), and interviews 
d t h  sample survey participants. Applications of statistics become both 
more understandable and more i~iceresting. 

Ever1 witftout these explicir: extensioiis of scale, carefully edited video 
lt~aterial compresses space and time: we move q~~icIcly from place ro place 
and across time to co~lcentrate on essential aspects of the phenomena 
presented. We can observe in quick succession the planrring of a sample 
survey, the training of itlterviewers, excerpts from interviews with 
respondents, followup, data coding and analysis, and presenration of the 
results. For clear, concentrated presentation of a message, video is often 
more effective than personally viewing the pheitomerton. From the early 
days of film this power has been used to persuade, both for propaganda 
and for advertising. tVe can also use it to instruct. 

A second strength of video is the ability to present dynamic graphics. 
Movement and color enhance the effectiveness of many data graphics. 
Contelnporary computer graphics recognizes this, but even traditional 
graplls arc often easier for students to grasp when pesented d7namically 
with narrative comment on each feature. Consider Minard's now-classic 
graph of tlte fate of Napoleon's army in the Russian campaign of 131 2 and 
1813 (Tufte, 1983, p. 41). This may be, as Tufte says, "the best scaristical 
graphic ever drawn", but it records six variables and requires very careful 
study to understand. A dynainic version that unfolds the campaign nlontfl 
by month, ending with Minard's static graphic, is much easier to follow. 

Video offers to statistics reaching standard graphics of a quality 
beyor~d the level (for now) of most student conlputer systems. More 
important in the jong run, video can present custom such as a 
dynamic version of Minard's classic. Some statistical concepts, such as 
sampling distributions, are inherently dynamic: "How does this statistic 
behave in many repeated samples?" A cuscoit~ dynamic graphic that 
represents the drawing of repeated szmples and pictorially builds up the 
sampling distribution is a natural teaching tool. 

Finally, we must note the sukiiminal effects of video as well as its 
more obvious advantages. Kdto comrnzmicates move thro~igb $dings nfrd 
emotiom than rthro~tg!! line/ar, ratiand thozgbt. This fact, suspected by many 
critics of the cultural effects of television, is substantiated by psycho- 
logical studies (Howe, 1983). Video changes attitudes more effectively 
than it conveys detailed idormation. Awareness of this aspecr of video is 
essentiaf to infor~ned use of video in teaching. We show video clips of 
statisticaf applications not merely to set the stage for expositiorl of 
statistical methods, but to change students' attitudes towards statistics. 
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of video in teaching 

Video as a tool for teaching has striking strengths, but also some 
srriking weaknesses. Eirst, it is very expe~zsive to p~odzdct. The real-world 
qplications, shot on location and carefully edited, that are video's most 
5 aluable contribution to statistics teaching, are particularly expensive. 
Production costs for U.S. commercial television exceed $ 500,000 per 
kdf-hour program, and many fast action spectacular advertising spots cost 
&?~t  rnuch for 30 seconds. "Talking heads" are much less expensive, but 
d e  little advantage of video's greatest strengtl~s. 

Technological progress will bring down the cost of video to some 
exaenr. Video is now ao analog medi~un, so that editing is siinilar to 
frsnxe-by-frame editing of film and transferring computer-generated 
p~aphics to video requires special equipment. Video will soon be 
digitized, so that editing and graphics will be both faster and cheaper. 
However, location shooting will still require sending camera crews arid 
&eir equipment to the action. This will always be expensive. 

Also, video is unsuited for detailed explnnatiorzs lclnd C I ( I T ~ J % ~ ~  worked 
m67rqles. The expense and rapid pace of video, as well as its multichannel 
:aAtrtre, make these staples of teaching more suitable for text presentation. 
Er is of course possible, and in some cases even desirable, to sitnply 
pesent a teacl~er teaching. But a talking head takes little advantage oF 
ridco's specific strengths. Note that presentation of leal-world appli- 
c~rions  is not an exception to the principle that video is unsuited for 
ie~ailed explanations. Students who approach video applications as if they 
%%ere text-style expositions become frustrated: they can't take notes 
P&~use the presentation moves and Ixns several siinultaneo~rs levels 
kvizich they cannot satisfactorily reduce to a single linear track. Video 
S~WEC?F rather than tells. f t  is not an ideal vehicle for exposition. 

Most important, video in its current$rrr~s ledves its z~iewers pnssive. They 
as:: simply spectators, not actively engaged in their own learning. TIte 
p ~ s i v e  nature of video viewing is no doubt closely connected with its 
rfkcts on emotions and attitudes. Current thinking aboxit educa t io~~  
es-iphasizes that students must be actively engaged in their learning, that 
passive reception of a message from even a live teacher has little effect 
Garfield, 1993). Video may change attitudes, but without jnreracriorl it 
L unfikely to be effective in helping students understand concepts, make 
gsdgments, and apply skills to complex problems. 
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4. Video for distant learning 

The reach of television makes it attractivc for distant learning. The 
spread of video recorders (now present in over 70% of U.S. households, 
for example) aids distant learning by freeing the student from the 
broadcast hour and allowing repeated viewing. The visual aspects of 
television are essential for disciplines like statistics; radio does not 
broadcast equations effectively, 

Distant karning has obvious disadvantages compared with concacr wid1 
a live teacher. it is therefore most successful in specific circurnsrances. A 
relatively closed or expet~sive higher education system leaves unfilled 
demand that: distant learning can satisfy. The soinewhat closed iiaculc of 
the older British university systent is often cited as a reason for the initial 
success of the Open University. Geographical dist:tuce in areas that art: 
either thinly populated or have few i~~stitutioas of higher education can 
create demand for distant learning, as ill the case of Open 1,earning 
Australia. Specializeci training for ah-eady-employed students lies behind 
che widespread tdevising of posr-graduate engineering courses in the U.S., 
most notably by thc National Technological University. In a11 cases, 
students are most atcmcted when distant learning leads to a vducd 
educational credential. 

Adva~~ced students will tolerate the raiking lleads of experts in 
specialized technical subjects, and have learned to interact with lectures on 
their own, guided orllg by assignments. Distant learnirsg for 
advanced s tude~~ts  i~ a sercitlg in which the reach of television cancels it$ 
many weaknesses. In distant learning requires motivation and 
maturity 011 the part of students in order to cotllpensate for reduced 
interaction with reachers. It is therefore   no st effective for older or more 
advanced students. The Open University getieralty requires scrtdents to be 
at least 21 years old. 

Effective discant learning programs rrnderstarid the weaknesses of 
video. Video is only a part, and often not the most important part, of a 
full program. Test material is essential, as is some arrangement for 
interaction with students via mail, rclephone, or modent. Anrl~ony Bates 
(Bates, 1983) nores that the Open University, a pioneer in distant leaning, 
bas gradrlaily reduced the role of video box11 because of its expense and 
because of a growing undetstanding of the best uses of video. His essay is ,I 

most valuable account of the lessons of pracrical experience with distanr 
learning. While distant learning can be efFeective, and is essential in special 
circumstances, i t  is generally "second best" when compared with l i ve 
insrruction. 
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5. Video in the classroom 

All agree, for reasons outlined in discussing thc weaknesses of video, 
$at video ir not- st,itczble os tf7e soh mcdizl~n qfinstiu/ction. On the other 
gland, the streiigrhs of video are impressive. What is more, there is evidcnce 
ihat different people learn best via different media, and that video is 
particularly effective for people with high visi~al abifity (Pezdelr et- dl., 
1987). 'T'here are therefore strong arguments for including some video in a 
niixture of media for instruction. 

The first principle for effective classroom use of video is obvious: toke 
ncluizntage oJ ~ ideo  j strengths ~rzd avoid its wedknesses. Video in rhc 
classroom ought not to be considered as a substitute fos the reacher. In 
parcicnlar, basic exposition is best done by text and teachers, not by video. 
Sliort video excerpts consisting of dynamic graphics or of short 
documentaries describing sratistical applicatiorrs are very hcfpful. 
Documentary segments can motivare a new statistical topic. 'I31ey can also 
provide a problem setting which we ask students to discuss wid1 an eye to 
applying the statistical tools they are learning. I elsewhere (Moore, 1993) 
offer some specific examples of effective uses of excerpts from the U.S. 
Corporation for l'ublic Bsoadcasting telecourse Agraimt A// Odd,,: inside 
Stlrtiszics. 

Teachers should remember the great effectiveness of video i t 1  changing 
attitudes. Regular showing of short docun~entaries illtistrating staristical 
applications is justified by its effects on students' attitude toward 
sratisrics quite aside from any specific pedagogical purpose served by 
each individual excerpt. We need not inquire too closely about -the specific 
technical content conveyed by a five minute visit to a dinicai trial. It is 
enough to know rhat weekly viewing of such segmenxs persuades students 
rhat statistics is useful and importarxt much more convi~~cingl~ than simply 
telling them rhat this is so. 

A second principle for classroom video use is to crcrrte i~iterdction. Ask 
students to discuss what they have seen. If the video segment is more than a 
few minutes long, stop the tape to ask questions, especially questio~ls that 
force students to anticipate what comes next in the video. The reacher can 
compensate for the most serious weakness of video, the passive role in 
which it places students. 

6. The future of video: multimedia tools for teaching 

One clear conclusion froin both research and experience in educationat 
uses of video is rhnt video is most effective in combination with other 
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media. We can then tailor rhe rise of video to cake &rantage of irs 
strengths while the other media compensate for its we.~ltncssrs. Video !lab 
f have argued, a potentially valuable role in cornbi~lation with a printed 
text and interaction with a teacher. Now, however, new technology allows 
video to be integrated with text, souiyd, animated graphics, cartoon-style 
anisnation, and computing in an ii~dividual student works~~rion. This is a 
?zz~E&w~edia system. The stude~lt interacts with rhe sysrenl via Irt-yboard, 
mouse, and perhaps voice. Advocates argue (not fo'or the first rime) that 
tecl~nolog will at fast supplant live- reachers for much instructioz~. Ambron 
and Wooper (1390), Grabinger el a!. (1990), and Steinberg (I  391) d' ISCUSS 

various aspects of multimedia technoloby and its use in educ~tloii. 
At tbe heart of multimedia is the I-act thar video, now largely analog, 

call t c  digitized. There is then no srrong distinction hcttveen video a11d 
computing. Soffivace can compress a id  score video images ruici play 
them in  a window on the computer screen. Compression algoritbrns 
and storage technologies are important: full-mutian video requires 30 
frames per second, each frame a futj picture's worth of bits. Current 
lnultimedia systems store video, still images, text, aird software together 
on a cornpact disc similar ro d~ose  used for music. A single CIi can hold 
(in one currenr system) 650,000 pages of text, five hours of FM stereo 
sound, one lloutr of firll-creen full-tnotion video, fotrr Ilortrs of quarter- 
scree11 lull-mo-cion video, or any con~biriation of these. 

Multi~lledia tlas two d e a r  strengths for education. "Fl~e first is often 
calfed hype~medi~t: rather than a single linear track as in a book or movie, 
llyper~nedia offers niultiple interconnected pachs nxaajpnlared by the 
learner. The screen usually coilrains several windows, ~-vlticli can prcscnt 
differenr kinds of inforn~acion or activities. Students can choose among 
several levels of ex~~osirion, can review a concept by clicicing or1 3 

Ireyword, car1 go at any time to a window in which a staristical soft-.vase 
pacl~lge is operating. 

Multimedia's second strengtll is thai ic expects ilzzertrctio~i I-ty the 
learner. The hyper~nedia idea requires choice, not simply reading on in a 
text. In particulnr, srudents can maniptxlate and interacr with video rad~cr 
than merely view it. For exrunple, the learner can choose slow motion, 01- 

can freeze a Frame and make rneasurclnents from the video to groducc 
data for analysis. (Uniilce cape, a CD does nor wear when a frame is 
frozen). Text in another window can guide rhe viewing 2nd iilteractiorl by 
qt~estions or instructions. The data can be entered inro a statistical 
sofmare package (also ill a window) for analysis. 

Multimedia systems do  what is needed to make video ar. least 
minimally effective for teaching: combine it with otl2er media and require 
interaction. 'The tecl~nokogy does to some cxtenr what a teacher should do 
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\vllexr using video. O f  course, it isn't easy to sirntilate a good teacher. The 
design of effective multimedia systems for reaching a subject like 
sratistics presenrs nranr challenges. Some of  the most impressive 
examples of multimedia instruction allow stude11t.s to "explore a world". 
The learner can, for exarnplc, browse in an art gaI1c1-y (represented on the 
screen) and cliclc 011 anv work< presented to learn Inore about clle era, the 
artist, or t l ~ e  specifk work. Browsing arid explorirlg are probably not 
sufficiently structured for l>eginning instrucciol in st-atistics. Tfie many 
choices offered by hypermedia can overwhelm beginners, so that 
corltrolline corx~~lexim and findinrr a balance benveen learner choice and 

U I ,  0 

imposed structure are essential and difficult tasks. 
Although multimedia technology requires interaction by the learner 

and thus attacks the rnost serious weaklless of video instruction, it is not ac 
dl clear rl-iat the available interaction is sufficient for effective learning of 
ltigller-order slrills such as solving multi-step, vaguely-posed proble~ns and 
co~nmunicaxing the results. The computer f'rnds it difficult to ask or 
answer "What do you mean?" "Why do you say that?" "Can you tell me 
more abouc the purpose of the study?" Yer. such dialog is corninon in 
conversations between statisticians and clients and between good st~ideilts " 
and good teachers. Conceptual learning may still require conversation wid1 
a human teacher. Group yroblent-solving and dear cornmunicatioxl of 
findings - essential in statistical practice and centrat to reforxn of 
sratistics teaching - also require inreraction with other people. 

7. Conclusion 

Video is a rechrlology of great persuasive power that has a definite 
place in teaching at all levels. The reach of television is hnportatlt in 
distant learning, arid the inlpacc of video is vafuablc both in traditional 
classrooms and as part of multimedia systems. New technology that 
incorporates video is a yet more powerfix1 tool, which we should develop 
and employ wit11 er~thusiasm. Bur it is likely h a t ,  like video, newer 
technologies will nor entirely replace human teaclters. Just as video has 
strengths and weaknesses, we teachers have more-effective and less cffective 
roles. Careful thinldng about teaching will increasingly ask what roles each 
conlyonent - including the human teacher - call best play. In this paper I 
have tried to say what is the proper place of video. Similar infortnatic)n is 
available or being discovered for animation, conlputing (e.g., Biehler, 
1993), sound, and rext. We  ought to aim to replace human efforts with 
technology where technology is effective, and to reserve valuable htiman 
time for roles that humans d o  best. 
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